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VW Offroad racing by Paul
Cooper
To combine my interest in VW’s with the need to scare myself now and then has
lead me to offroad racing. I’ve done this on and off for the last 12 years sticking to
what I know and staying in the VW based “challenger class”. The offroad racing association of NZ is a little known group of nationwide clubs who campaign a series of
North Island and South Island events culminating in a national final held in alternating
islands , this year it’s in Christchurch. There are roughly 10 classes of vehicle covering everything from huge high powered stadium trucks
to motorcycle powered tube framed buggys. There are
still 2 classes that are VW based I’m in the 1600cc challenger class which as well as the engine and swing axle
beetle gearbox also uses the standard beetle front end
(with a little strengthening) proving what we all know
that these self contained suspensions are tough!
The other VW class is an entry level 1200cc buggies
and there is also a class to accommodate baja buggies
and beach buggies though these are getting thin on the
ground now days with most people opting for some
kind of old 4X4 like Suzuki’s.
The races are either short course track events or more
common in Nelson forest endures. I do it for cheap
thrills, there’s nothing like blasting flat out along rough fire breaks with mud and
Jumps with no windscreen the feeling of speed and danger it’s addictive and add to
that the challenge of getting your car to last the distance is
very rewarding also.
This is not however what happened at my last event a few
weeks ago, atop the Dovedale Hill I was ready to dominate
my class, being the most experienced driver in my class didn’t help as an annoying misfire slowed then stopped me
altogether meaning a DNF but that’s as they say is motorsport.
The next event is a two day race (short course on Saturday
and enduro on Sunday) in Christchurch at Labour weekend
so hopefully I’ll do better and at least finish! If anyone
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VW Offroad racing

continued...

would like to help sponsor or have a go I’ll let the club know when the next Nelson Club day is being held
and you can come and get muddy.
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Kombis in Brazil—by Ludwig Evertz
I had almost forgotten to publish some of my Brazil Bus pics. I won’t withhold this treasure to anybody. Working in
Brazil for about 6 weeks with the German Socker Team, I was drowned by facing hundreds and hundreds of Bay
windows VW T2C. I haven’t seen a Split window, but countless Bay windows. It is amazing and incredible for
someone living in Germany, the country of origin.
From the very first day in Brazil I discovered the armada of VW buses. They are all delivered in pure white. If you
see a coloured bus, she is laminated or brushed.
Most of my pics show the white bus. Workhorses, school buses, taxicabs, snack bars. They are the normal course of
life in Brazil, nothing out of the ordinary. Enjoy my pictures and have a nice time in NZ:
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Father’s Day car show—by Paul Cooper
The Annual Rover Car Club car show was held as usual at the Pigeon Valley Steam Museum. This year
proved to be one of the biggest with good weather helping to bring a large crowd of spectators and a
good variety of display cars through the gates. Included were six VW’s from our club plus two 911
Porsches which we were happy to have in our
line up, one of which belonged to new members
Shaun and Magda who also had their Type 25
Westie on display. As always this was relaxed
event with plenty to look at with an informal judging and price giving at the end of the day. This
year the Morrie club took out the club display
prize which was well deserved with their members dressing in 50/60’s clothes with lots of picnic
baskets and scones, maybe our club could come
up with an idea for next year , the hippy theme
has been done many times maybe John has some
lederhousen or how about an Oktoberfest theme we could have a beer tent(non-alcoholic of course)
now your talking. The grand prize went to a beautifully restored rly citroen from the 1940’s. This years
highlights for me were a number of unrestored(or older restorations) that looked nice and used like a
lovely old blue E-type complete with stone chips and worn leather looking like it was just pulled from a
barn also a huge Cadillac which also showed signs of wear and tear but looked the better for it.
The old steam engine gave rides all day and even had to use its loud hooter to move along and old Vauxhall that pulled in front of it surely scaring the bejeebers out of the elderly occupants, all n all another
well organized relaxed day of motoring history, well
worth adding to your calendar for next year.
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Father’s Day continued...
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Kaikoura Hop—19-21st September
Despite the terrible forecasted weather Daryl and I took our wee Karmann Ghia through
to the Kaikoura Hop, taking the scenic route via Nelson Lakes on the Friday morning. It
was a lovely drive through the valley with only a few drops of rain. We made good time
to Kaikoura with a stop at ‘The Store’ for lunch and arrived early afternoon to a brilliant
spring day.
Saturday was the main day with a huge car show, over 1400 cars were registered for the
weekend and it sure took a long time to walk past and inspect each car. The Sunday was
drag racing. Suffice to say it was bogan central at Kaikoura that weekend, with a lot of
petrol and tyre fumes in the air.
Inspite of all the weather forecasts we had not one drop of rain the entire weekend at
Kaikoura.
Now blame the photos on Daryl, who was carrying the camera, there was about a dozen
VW’s on display, but it seems we didn’t get a photo of more than one.
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Haven Motor’s 60 Years of VW celebration
Haven Motors contacted the club to ask them to display some of our vehicles at their 60 year celebration. They decided to hold this at Founders Park on Sunday 26th September (yes the day of daylight saving, meaning no Sunday sleep in for the hardy members who fronted up).
All up the club displayed 11 vehicles, completely outdoing Haven’s contribution of 5. It was a very cold
chilly day and we were lucky that the rain held off.

Up and coming events Mark your calendar.

PO Box 1039
Nelson 7040
New Zealand

Email: admin@clubvdub.co.nz

October
Moutere Inn
Luncheon
(Sunday 19th )
Depart Garin College at
11.45am to head to Moutere for a delicious lunch on the
deck at the Moutere Inn. Sample the fine ales on tap or
local wines.
Numbers are required before hand to ensure seating for
all. Please RSVP by 12 October with numbers

Event Organiser : Keri King
http://www.clubvd
T h eub.co.nz
En t hu s ias t s
V o lk s w ag e n C lu b

November
Rabbit Island Wednesdays
Commencing 5th November, 5.30pm onwards
Bring your own dinner to cook on the barbie or picnic /
takeaways, whatever takes your fancy for a fun and causal
get-together. These Wednesday's were an outright success last year and we hope it will continue this summer.

Event Organiser :Vince Fox

Annual Review
This will be held sometime
in November, at this stage
the thought is either a
lunchtime picnic or Fish &
Chips at the beach on a
Saturday. If you have any
suggestions please let us
know.

